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	Statement No: 9
	DATE: 08/15/2015
	PROJECT AREA: Design
	TITLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: The shear strength and liquefaction resistance of cohesionless soils is a function of their grain size distributions and relative densities (RD). Highway bridges in East Arkansas are typically supported by driven piles. When piles are driven through soil, the driving process results in changes to the soil's RD. The changes will depend on the soil's initial void ratio and RD, as well as the type of driven piles. Loose and medium dense sands typically have low to moderate RD values and are expected to have contractive behavior during earthquake shaking. This is characteristic of the young, alluvial deposits in Northeast Arkansas (NEA).  Driving piles in such soils will result in increase in their RD. The increase in RD is highly dependable on the pile type; large-displacement piles, such as concrete piles or pipe piles driven closed-ened will result in more pronounced densification, while low-displacement piles, such as H piles or open-ended pipe piles will result in less densification. The densification increases the soil shear strength, further pile penetration and liquefaction resistance. This sort of ground improvement can be utilized to reduce the pile embedment length and consequently foundation cost and construction schedule. The process was utilized by the author to reduce specific pile foundation embedments of two bridges and two retaining walls in the I-40/I-240 Interchange project in Memphis, TN.
	OBJECTIVES: The objective of this study to evaluate the impact of pile driving on soil RD values and resistance to liquefaction. Post-pile driving soil conditions will be evaluated using Cone Penetration Testing (CPT) and will be compared to the pre-driving conditions. The magnitude of RD changes will also be evaluated as a function of the driven pile type and embedment length. In addition, the extension of zone of improvement around pile caps will be assessed.
	FORM OF RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION: A procedure will be developed to estimate the increase in the soil relative density, strength and liquefaction resistance. The final report will include a guideline for utilizing the increase in the strength and liquefaction resistance to reduce the pile embedment lengths. This should result in reduced construction cost and schedule. 
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